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Abstract

A good user interface is central to the success of most products. Our
research is concerned with improving an interface by making it adaptive
| changing over time as it learns more about the user. In this paper we
consider the task of modifying a UNIX shell to learn to predict the next
command executed as one sample adaptive user interface. To this end, we
have collected command histories (some extensive) from 77 people, and
have calculated the predictive accuracy for each of ve methods over this
dataset. The algorithm with the highest performance produces an average
online predictive accuracy of up to 38%.

1 Introduction
A good user interface is central to the success of operating systems, applications, and in general, most consumer products. Our research is concerned with
improving an interface by making it adaptive | changing over time as it learns
more about the user. To this end, we have collected and analyzed a sizable
set of command usage histories from which we may determine appropriate settings and mechanisms to implement a command prediction system. This paper
discusses how the data was collected and how well a sampling of algorithms
perform on it.
Our motivation is to understand the principles of adaptive command prediction. While there are other human/computer interfaces, the command line
interface provides a convenient testbed to explore such issues. It is in widespread
use and allows easy data collection and has strong potential for technology integration into the interface. We believe that the same techniques are applicable
to voice interfaces, and to menu selection in graphical user interfaces.
The prediction of a user's next command by the shell requires some mechanism to consider the user's current session and from that generate a prediction
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for the next command. We have used a \learning apprentice" approach [14] to
gather data by recording the sequence of commands executed as well as any pertinent information about the state of the shell. This forms the basis for applying
standard inductive-learning methods that extrapolate from such data a procedure that will make a prediction of the user's next command after examining
the current state of the shell (and perhaps knowing about past performance).
One nice property of this approach is that data are collected passively, during
a user's regular interactions with the shell, rather than requiring special data
or training by the user as is the case, for example, with much of the work in
programming by demonstration [3].
In our present research [8, 5], we focus exclusively on command prediction.
This means that we do not attempt to predict command parameters, and so
our methods do not completely specify a user's next action. This is discussed
further at the end of the paper.
We consider command prediction to be a di erent, and in general, a more
complex problem than the traditional machine learning tasks. The reason is this
| instead of learning a boolean membership function of some concept, command
prediction requires that the function learned be one that selects the most likely
next command. One possible implementation is to learn membership functions
for all possible commands, and choosing the one with the highest con dence to
produce the output for the system. This is not the approach we have taken.
There are many attributes of a user's session that may be relevant to what
he or she is likely to do next. This includes a portion or all of the user's past
commands, both in this session and from previous sessions. It may also include
information like the name of the machine, the time or date, the type of terminal
emulation used, or the current directory.
The next section provides an overview of related work. The rest of the paper
describes our experimental method, followed by experimental results, including
a critical analysis, a description of an simpli ed prototype shell, and nally some
concluding thoughts.

2 Related Work
There has been a range of work developing systems that recognize regularities
in the usage of a computer. Motoda and Yoshida's [15, 22, 21] investigation
of the use of machine learning to predict a user's next command is the most
similar to the work reported here, but does not consider standard algorithms
and has a small dataset. Also similar is work in programming by demonstration
[3], such as Cypher's Eager [2], which recognizes and automates simple loops in
user actions in a graphical interface. Finally, Lesh and Etzioni [9] also consider
UNIX commands in plan recognition.
Other examples of action prediction include interface agents that learn to
provide assistance [11], the prediction of which link on a WWW page will be
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traversed by a user [1], the time and place for meetings for an on-line calendar
system [6, 13], the values of elds in a form- lling system [7], the next thing a
user will write on a pen-based computer [19, 18], and the next key a user will
press on a calculator [20] or computer keyboard [4, 12].

3 Approach and Methodology

3.1 Who the test subjects were

We captured command histories from a total of 77 people at Rutgers University.
Two of these were faculty (including the second author), ve were graduate
students (including the rst author), and the other 70 were undergraduates in
an Internet programming course. All subjects were aware that their commands
were being logged, and either had the option of turning the logging o or had
explicitly turned it on to facilitate our research.
Collection periods ranged from two months to over six months. Most subjects had access to systems on which we were not capturing command histories.
Nevertheless, these histories represent the primary work performed online by
the authors and the participating graduate students. The undergraduate data
was collected over two months on computer systems dedicated to their programming projects, and not their primary systems, and so the patterns of commands
selected re ect the orientation of their use (i.e. editing and compilation rather
than mail).

3.2 How we collected data

We collected data unobtrusively, by causing the tcsh shell (at its closing) to
record the command history in a time-stamped le, along with the current
hostname and terminal type. This method was used to minimize potential
interference with the user's activities.
One drawback to this method is that for users who stayed logged in for
days or weeks at a time (common for those with private oces), the command
histories would not be recorded until they did nally log out, and would not
be recorded at all if interrupted by a power outage or system crash. Another
is that the commands executed are not necessarily recorded in order; while the
commands are ordered properly within a single shell history, many users take
advantage of modern user interfaces which allow multiple shells to be active
simultaneously.
In early testing of data collection, we did, in fact, use a relatively obscure
tcsh mechanism to record each command into a log after it had been executed.
This caused occasional run-time problems which were never fully resolved. A
small part of the command histories for the two authors was collected via this
mechanism anyway.
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...
96032013:05:23
96032013:05:23
96032013:05:23
96032013:05:23
96032013:05:23
96032015:59:28
96032015:59:28
96032015:59:28
96032015:59:28
96032015:59:28
96032015:59:28
96032015:59:28
96032015:59:28
96032015:59:28
96032015:59:28
...

athos.rutgers.edu xterm BLANK
athos.rutgers.edu xterm netscape2.0
athos.rutgers.edu xterm rm
athos.rutgers.edu xterm netscape2.0
athos.rutgers.edu xterm emacs
pei.rutgers.edu xterm BLANK
pei.rutgers.edu xterm im
pei.rutgers.edu xterm cd
pei.rutgers.edu xterm cd
pei.rutgers.edu xterm gunzip
pei.rutgers.edu xterm core3
pei.rutgers.edu xterm im
pei.rutgers.edu xterm lpr
pei.rutgers.edu xterm im
pei.rutgers.edu xterm ghostview

Figure 1: A portion of one user's history.

3.3 Format of collected data

We converted the command histories for each subject into single history les
where each line contains the date/time of the start of the shell (as our estimate of
the date/time of execution, used just to order the command history), the name of
the machine used, the terminal emulation type for this session, and the command
typed (parameters were stripped, and the commands may be user-de ned aliases
as well as executables in the user's path). When an attribute value was unknown
(usually the terminal type), the string NONE was substituted. To facilitate
the recognition of a new session, the rst entry is the non-existent command
BLANK. This generic history le was then converted to whatever format was
necessary for the algorithm under consideration.

3.4 Our implementation
3.4.1 Algorithms

This paper describes the results of applying a total of ve methods (along with
some variations on the problem) to this data. We chose to run multiple methods
both for comparison and veri cation of performance. The rst is a fairly complex
algorithm; the others are simplistic baselines or methods constructed speci cally
for this problem.
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 The rst was C4.5 [17], and was selected as a common, well-studied





decision-tree learner with excellent performance over a variety of problems.
An Omniscient predictor was devised that would correctly predict every
command, providing that the desired command was present in the current
training set. This provides an upper-bound on the potential predictive
accuracy of any learner.
At the other end we computed the usefulness of predicting the same command that was just executed (Most Recent Command). While this doesn't
provide the same kind of strict lower bound that random guessing would
provide (a bound at times near zero), it still provides a useful strawman.
Another simplistic algorithm we used is one that predicts the Most Frequent Command in the training set.
The last signi cant algorithm was constructed to operate similarly to a
hardware cache or a string matching mechanism. It predicts the command
(within the historical bu er) that has the longest matching Pre x to the
current command. For example, the longest possible pre x is one in which
all the commands in the current session (i.e. back to the starting `BLANK'
token) are matched.

With the exception of C4.5 (for which we used the default distribution), each
of the algorithms was implemented in Perl and simple UNIX shell scripts.

3.4.2 Variations in Testing

For each algorithm, we varied the size of the historical bu er. The bu er sizes
were somewhat arbitrary, at n=100 commands, 500 commands, and 1000 commands. However, in earlier attempts, we found that some kind of limit was
necessary, as the experiments required too much memory to run in a reasonable
amount of time on Sun Ultrasparcs (for the subjects with the longest history
les).
For C4.5, the attributes were the previous commands, varying in number
from 1 to 4.
Where relevant, we performed the same experiment with and without the
two additional attributes of terminal type and machine name.

3.4.3 Calculating Results

The resulting predictive accuracies for each method were performed in an online
fashion (i.e. test on the current command and use the preceding n commands
as the historical bu er for training), and with two variations. We computed the
average accuracy for each subject over all the commands in the user's history,
5
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Figure 2: For each history bu er size, the highest macroaverage performance
achieved for each algorithm is shown.
and we computed the same but without the rst n commands in the history.
While the latter means that a number of subjects were not able to produce
results for certain tests, it may give a better estimate of asymptotic accuracy as
it eliminates the startup period in which the algorithm is trained on less than
n commands.
Finally, we both computed the average per person predictive accuracy (which
we term macroaverage), and the average overall (i.e. over all commands in the
study) predictive accuracy (microaverage).

4 The Experiments

4.1 Experimental Results

The 77 subjects ranged from a minimum of 15 commands to a maximum of
34940 commands, and had an average of 2184 ( 4389) commands, each with
an average length of 3.77 characters. The number of distinct commands per
user varied widely. On average, each subject used 77 ( 98) distinct commands.
Overall, the most popular command was ls (occuring 13% of the time, followed
by cd (7.5%), gcc (6.4%), emacs (5.8%), and more (4.6%). However, only 32 of
the subjects had ls as their most frequent comand.
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Figure 3: For each history bu er size, highest accuracy recorded, the microaverage accuracy, and the macroaverage accuracy (bounded by the standard deviation) are shown (in order, from highest to lowest curve).
The best macroaverage predictive performance was with C4.5, which achieved
388% accuracy. The microaverage was just a little worse, at 37%. The Pre x
matching algorithm was just 4-6% behind at 348% and 31% respectively. Figure 2 shows the best scores for each algorithm investigated (given the best possible circumstances). The values shown represent averages over all commands
| eliminating the predictions during startup increases the resulting accuracy
by another percent or two.
To show a lower bound, we computed the accuracy of predicting the Most
Recent Command. This was at minimum 4% accurate, up to 36% accurate.
The macroaverage was 196%, with a microaverage of 22%.
As an upper bound, we found that an omniscient predictor had an average
performance that ranged from 89% to 96% and never did worse than 47% (for a
person with only 19 commands in his history le). This is the focus of Figure 3,
which also suggests that a bu er size of at least 500 may be useful to capture
more of the possible commands to be used.
C4.5 had the most variables of any of the algorithms. In addition to the extra
attributes, the size of the training set, and whether or not to include startup performance, our C4.5 experiments also varied the number of previous commands
used as attributes to the learner. The main liability in adding more attributes
is that the more that are included, the more likely it is that baseless correlations
will be found in the data, yielding inferior command predictions. This question
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Figure 4: The top set, middle set, and bottom set re ect the training set sizes
of 100, 500, and 1000 respectively. Bracketed curves show the macroaverages
( standard deviations); plain curves represent the microaverages.
is the focus of Figure 4, which suggests that 2 previous commands is slightly
better than 1, 3, or 4. This graph shows scores without extra attributes, and
includes the startup period. While the extra attributes do not change the graph
much, eliminating the startup period increases average performance by 1-2%.
While not a strong performer, the Most Frequent Class classi er (shown in
Figure 5) has similar curves as the other algorithms. This graph shows data
without extra attributes and includes startup scores. If extra attributes were
included, some points would be a few percent better. Eliminating startup scores
did not signi cantly a ect performance.
Finally, the algorithm that predicted based on historical pre x matching
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Figure 5: For each history bu er size, highest accuracy recorded, the macroaverage accuracy (bounded by the standard deviation), and the microaverage accuracy are shown (in order, from highest to lowest curve).
didn't perform quite as well as C4.5, but it does come fairly close (Figure 6).
This graph shows data without extra attributes and includes startup scores.
If extra attributes were included and eliminated startup scoring, some points
would be up to 4% better.

4.2 Evaluation of Results
4.2.1 Online Evaluation

The data for this domain is inherently sequential. As a result, it does not lend
itself to the random partitioning or sampling necessary for traditional crossvalidation performance evaluation. While we could forego cross-validation and
just split a user's data, e.g. the rst two thirds for training, and the last third
for evaluation (as [15, 22] does), we would lose two-thirds of our data points,
and likely perform substantially worse on the last third.1 Intuitively, this also
makes sense; the patterns of use over the past day or even the past hour are
often useful in predicting the next command. An adaptive method is particularly
suited to situations like this, in which the `target concept' changes over time.
Finally, online predictive accuracy is an obvious measure { it measures exactly
1 For comparison purposes, we note that on average C4.5 achieved 3211% (macroaverage)
accuracy on the last third of each user's data using this evaluation method.
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Figure 6: For each history bu er size, highest accuracy recorded, the microaverage accuracy, and the macroaverage accuracy (bounded by the standard deviation) are shown (in order, from highest to lowest curve).
the performance on an online algorithm, and retains the important characteristic
of only reporting results on unseen data.

4.2.2 Predictive Accuracy

We found that the additional attributes of machine name and terminal type were
generally not useful for increasing predictive accuracy. This was disappointing,
as those attributes were selected as likely points upon which a learner could
build, especially for the rst author's data. However, we hypothesize that even
for his data, the algorithms spent most of their e ort on building structures to
predict the most recent command.
For the average subject, the next command could have been correctly predicted 19% of the time by proposing the most recent command as what will be
executed next. In a certain sense, then, the worst case usefulness (on average,
per person) of a predictive shell would be to replace close to a quarter of the
commands with a correct prediction. This assumes the user would use the `previous command' keystroke of the shell to retrieve those commands rather than
using the shell's prediction (and is a consequence of otherwise predicting 38%
correctly).
Note that since our data are from recorded shell histories, the numbers do
not show the e ect of having the prediction visible and easily available to a user.
It is likely that its presence would a ect the command histories recorded (by
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preventing some typos, for example, or even changing the idea of what the user
wanted to do next), but the signi cance of such e ects is not known.
With a best predictive performance of 38%, this methodology has strong
potential. We also believe that it is possible to get even better performance. In
particular, with learning algorithms with stronger primitives, it should be possible to use a variable representing, for example, `the contents of attribute #3'
as the output class. This would allow for learners to derive concepts that determine when the most recent command should be predicted, instead of learning
that command x1 often repeats itself.

4.2.3 User productivity

The results given in the previous sections have all been in terms of predictive
accuracy. While this is a common and useful metric, it has some limitations. It
does not, for example, measure the extent to which user productivity is improved
(or harmed). For example, if a user has de ned many single-character aliases,
then even high accuracy in prediction need not result in a signi cant improvement in a user's eciency if it is measured in, say, number of keystrokes, since
both the user's command and the command-inserting may require only a single
keystroke. Additionally, the overhead of managing a history and computing
predictions from it may require too much time for an online system (as is likely
the case for C4.5, but not perhaps for a custom decision tree implementation).
In the real world, user productivity is the primary concern. Since the data
collected was from unmodi ed, non-predictive command shells, we can only
make speculation as to the improvements in productivity a orded by the methods presented here. However, in the best case C4.5 was able to correctly predict
up to 38% of the time. Recall that the lengths of the histories on average were
2184 commands, and the average command was 3.77 characters long. Assuming
that a correct prediction could be inserted with a single character, and that
commands recorded in the study were all typed explicitly (not using any historical shortcuts or command completion), this method would have saved just
under 27% of the keystrokes typed, which is very close to the 28% expected
if predictability were independent of command length. Note that we are not
considering the improvements that could also result from lessening the need for
correcting typos.

5 A Prototype Shell:

ilash

We have implemented a simple prototype that incorporates some of the ideas
described in this paper. Called ilash (Inductive Learning Apprentice SHell),
it is an extension to the UNIX shell tcsh that allows the user to present the
predicted command in the prompt string, and to insert the predicted command
with a single keystroke. It uses only two attributes | the two previous com11

...
[cd] paul: more results.out
[more] paul: mail john@cs
[ls] paul: cd papers
[ls] paul: <ctrl-g>ls_

Figure 7: A sample interface for ilash, showing the prediction in brackets and
the automatic insertion of the prediction when <ctrl-g> is pressed.
mands issued. Learning is performed by the decision-tree learner C4.5. It is
described further in [8].
While this initial version of ilash incorporates a strong learner, it does make
other tradeo s. Decision trees are not created or updated online | a new decision tree must be built explicitly by the user, commonly just once a day. This
choice allows the shell to keep its natural responsiveness, but reduces performance | the most recent commands are often quite relevant to the command
to be executed next.
Our user studies did not include use of this prototype, for a number of
reasons. First, doing so would have required a commitment to a single prediction
method (at the very least, for each user), and we wanted to explore a range
of methods. Second, we wanted to be able to separate as much as possible
e ects of the interface from the quality of competing prediction methods. On
the other hand, the system's predictions, when provided to the user through
the interface, could in uence the user's next action, potentially changing the
sequence of commands executed.

6 Concluding Remarks
This paper has described a number of methods of predicting a user's next command and integrating it into the shell. We found that relatively straightforward, knowledge-free methods were able to correctly predict the next command
(without arguments) that the user would execute 38% of the time, potentially
reducing the keystrokes needed by close to one third. The best performance
was achieved using C4.5 on two features (the two previous commands), and a
training window of 500 or 1000 data points.
We are also exploring other forms of command line prediction. For example,
one can consider software capable of predicting a user's command as a function
of the user's history as well as the rst letter of the current command. Such
predictions could form the basis for user-tailored command completion | after
the user types the rst character of a command the assistant would make a
context-sensitive prediction of what the expansion for the command will be. Not
too surprisingly, preliminary results show that much more accurate command
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prediction can be achieved in this case.
Another, more sophisticated form of command completion would not only
predict commands, but also command arguments for those commands that take
arguments. For example, it would be nice to have a shell that predicted \dvips
foo" if the previous command was \latex foo". We are hopeful that recent
learning methods developed in the area of inductive logic programming (e.g.,
[16]) may prove successful in making such predictions.
One intriguing idea that this could enable is to give the software a greater
degree of autonomy by having it begin execution of its prediction during the
execution of the previous command (at least for those commands that are \nondestructive", or with a suitably designed \undo" function), much in the fashion
that WebWatcher prefetches WWW pages that it predicts the user will next
visit [1].
Our current interests include a slightly more sophisticated version of the
Pre x strategy, which can be viewed as a simple form of nearest-neighbor classi cation (using largest matching pre x size as a distance metric); we plan to
study using this method with other distance metrics which would provide a
form of approximate history matching. More sophisticated still would be to do
a weighted vote of multiple matches from each of a number of distance metrics,
with the weights of each match learned using recently developed \weightedmajority" learning algorithms [10].
Automatic adaptation in any user interface is a welcome improvement. This
paper has demonstrated that adaptation is feasible for command line interfaces;
there are likewise other aspects of most user interfaces that can take advantage
of the regularities present in most human interactions.
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